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let me be clear here: i dont hate mozilla
firefox. i love mozilla firefox. it is one of the
best browsers ever. i had just gotten a new
laptop with good hardware, a great desktop
and a great bluetooth headset, and i was
jumping around the web like a terrier looking
for a bone, and firefox accidentally got in my
way. tried to install flash, got some error
which was rather rude, and had to shut it off.
woke up the next morning, laughed at
myself and said i probably had a corrupted
iso. no, i didnt have a corrupted iso, im sure
that my copying & copying & copying &
copying was probably correctly executed,
but something really weird was happening &
its totally unacceptable. i'm just going to
ditch firefox for a while. i just dont know how
to say it politely, or with a nice welcoming
message :p my advice is: unless you are
absolutely positive that it is not a hardware
problem, get a new computer. you are
setting yourself up for a long cycle of this
happening. the reason that this isnt fixed by
installing windows 10 is because youd have
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to "un-update" xp from ie9 (windows xp
sp3), and no vendor will give you that
option. xp is old, it wont have the newest
hardware support, but it still will do what you
need it to do. after a while, youll get to a
point where it is too old for even the newest
hardware, and youll be out to replace it. i
love tons of other browsers, from chrome to
opera to safari to seamonkey to lynx. but i
love mozilla firefox. i hope that if and when i
do end up needing to abandon it, that i can
give firefox a fair shake again. i dont want to
spend too much time on this post, but i want
to give the issues as much exposure as
possible. it appears that mozilla is in the
process of decimating decades of work by
merely copying google chrome, and by
making the browser-plus-search-box more
important than the core browsing and html
page. it also appears they have decided they
can determine what the users need instead
of trusting the users to exercise their best
judgment. this is a complete piss in the face
of the average web developer, who spends
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entire days writing css & html, only to have
his/her efforts relegated to a ui designed by
engineers who have never built a single
webpage.
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i don't like the new menu button (and i don't
think it's possible to change it) and i don't
like this idea to display the searchbar as a

button. it looks very strange and i don't
know how the user will find the search bar
by this means (as the button is in the same
place than the old one). i already have the
search bar in the tabs (unless i hide them).
and i don't like that ff looks like ie 10. the

round tabs also look nice but i think that this
is not a good idea for the firefox brand. i
don't like rounded icons, menus or tabs. i

understand that they dont want to add the
add-ons bar but they should have disabled

the add-on bar by default! i expect for them
to give it to a specific group of users or make
it an option on a given preferences page. as
it is now, all i get in the address bar instead

of the firefox logo with a white rectangle
behind it is what appears to be the back of

the status bar! i'm willing to provide
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feedback for the add-on bar remove.
whether it is a status bar, tool bar or some

other structure. just remove it with my
permission. the only reason i am

uncomfortable with this is that i want it
because i want a customizable look and feel
without the default style which in this case is
the default hide/remove the add-on bar. it is
a do-over. i absolutely do not appreciate the
concept of removing the add-on bar. it is an

important part of the ff styling and
appearance of a firefox user.. if there were

no add-on bar, there would be no status bar.
i cant disable the status bar, im using ff for a
reason! the concept of the new firefox is so

friggin sad.. i didnt like how it looked so
much so i dumped my personal style of

looking at the website to find a skin that i
like and its 2 years later and mozilla has
finally fessed up to making firefox just a

simple web browser and stopped putting in a
ui such as the google chrome ui. this

includes many tabs, a full window, and the
panel being integrated into a window, which
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places the windows labels and status bar in
the chrome like layout of the panel thats
stupid if you ask me. and now they are

adding the one of a million things chrome
had and firefox doesnt and i cant disable it
easily, it's like the " add-ons bar" buttons,

they say they dont want it but they are
removing the toolbar by default. 5ec8ef588b
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